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EDITORIAL
by
Karen de Wit
What’s new this year?
•

A height-based individual agility
competition
• Games competition
• Veteran dogs series
Watch this space for more information
out soon!!

We had a lovely holiday
around Easter taking in
Counties and EBOP events
for the first time ever, and

seeing Nicola in Auckland. She got Tana to the
finals of DFC which was
a bit of a hoot! Finn enjoyed the water at EBOP
as well as Pete and I (the
Hot baths are AWESOME!) Hope you all
enjoyed the lovely
Easter weather too!
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~ NALA REPORTS ~
Top Ärf Report—by Kim Orlando-Reep.
Counties Easter Show
Somewhere I have a whole pile of notes I made at events over
April....where exactly is another matter.....so I shall have rely on my
memory which is not good news…..
April kicked off with Counties show at Te Hihi and being a bank
holiday camping places were well filled by early afternoon, in fact
Fiona Goodall was so keen she turned up on Thursday night….but
that apparently was for Obedience on Friday.
Two of our "foreign" judges Karen and Peter de Wit arrived in their
Motorhome complete with pack of dogs...fitting in Counties and
EBOP in with a holiday in the Coromandel, a great way to spend
the Easter holidays. Beth Oliver was the other visiting Judge, with
Dyson Beasley and John Muir, while Chris Richardson judged the
ever popular Tunnellers and Roger Van Heunen, officially retired,
put in a guest appearance to build and judge Dash for Cash.
Tunnellers is always a popular event, amusing handlers and spectators alike, but it tends to get a little tricky towards the end when the
scrimmer can hardly see the judge in the dark! This however just
adds to the atmosphere with a little adrenalin being needed by dogs
and handlers having to run fast
at the end of a very long day.
Great to see the old dogs having
fun - and also some young novice dogs too.
If you compete regularly it’s
often relatively easy to guess
who has built which course and
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Tess Bayly and The Mighty Little Quinn
received their last challenge at Counties to make champ status and
got thoroughly wetted. Lots of pictures on Facebook. I pinched one
of them.
it was not too much of a problem with Karen and Peter’s courses as
there were quite a few more wing jumps than are usually seen in
this part of the country.....however a quick search revealed a few
emergency stick-on wings which were hastily exhumed and dusted
off to make up numbers.
Some interesting and varied courses kept handlers on their toes as
some were quite challenging - and Roger always seems to conjure
up something a little different for Dash for Cash. I didn’t enter this
year as with 4 dogs in 6 classes and another 2 in 5 – and I was supposed to be helping, it was just going to be too much, so it was quite
a novelty to be able to sit and watch the final for once. Bruce Ireland has to win the prize for the most spectacular crash of the whole
weekend – had the manoeuvre come off it could well have been the
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winning round. The eventual winner was Louise Franklin with Indianapolis. If my memory serves me right that is the first time it was
won by a mini dog. Well done and well deserved after getting round
that very challenging finals course! Jane Mason being the highest
placed Starter handler.
Zone awards were also presented at this event: Counties won the top
club (just for a change! LOL) Bruce Ireland and Spark were top
Maxi, Elaine Rohde and Flare were top Midi dog, and Louise
Franklin and Indianapolis were top mini/micro dog.
Highlights: Hayley Rohde won 2 Novices with Charm and also top
Novice dog, Bruce Ireland won a Starters and also C Jumpers with
his new young dog Trace; Aaron Gaitau won Starters 2 by an amazing 6 seconds and Caitlin Frater won jumpers C mini with Geuse in
their very first show.
Kawerau April4th/15th
I have never considered labradors to be very intelligent dogs, but
having been completely poleaxed when taken out at knee level by a
friend's black lab while walking the dogs on the way to Kawerau,
my opinion of them dropped even further - with mild concussion and
a sore knee as a painful reminder that you can't fix stupid, even in
dogs. So that's partly my excuse for my lack of success over the
weekend, nothing to do with lack of training or bad handling.
EBOP is a small club and relies on outside help to runs shows.
However, the dozen or so members appear to be more, as they are
exceptionally hard working and well organised and course construction was well under way when I arrived mid afternoon with 4 rings
set up and equipment having been imported from various places. It
was quite an undertaking to run a triple event plus double jumpers,
but the extra ring ensured everything ran smoothly, especially with
Tina Mitchell organising the helpers – which she did without appearing to suffer from any kind of stress …..great to see people
from different clubs relieving others with seamless efficiency.
In the absence of another armed robbery, I felt things were maybe
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slightly lacking in excitement, but this was soon rectified when
dawn on Saturday revealed that the Portaloos had been savagely
attacked around 5.30am and left forlornly lying on their sides, followed by a mild earthquake, but neither of these events affected the
intrepid team of workers and the show kicked off on time with
Starters and Intermediate judged by Nick Chester and Irene Lock.
Nick also judged Jumpers C and both his courses were open and
kind - but as often happens, flying rails caught a number of fast
dogs. Long gone are Nick’s orange outfit...Love the hat....and when
did the Mafia recruit you? Hope the pay is good…...
Irene Lock's Intermediate 3 caused a certain amount of consternation but this was really only over the placement of one jump and
despite the whinging there were a number of clear rounds.
I especially enjoyed Nick’s last senior – although Spider took out a
wing jump near the start despite having had plenty of practice over
the last 2 weekends then went clear – go figure!
WAG 21st 22nd April
I had thought the V8s in Hamilton might have effected WAG’s
Jumpers event held the same weekend, but peace and tranquility
reigned down at Melville Park, broken only by the agonised shrieks
of agility handlers and the frenzied barking of dogs…..but no loud
large engine noises – so that was OK.
Summer in the Waikato is an event you may have missed had you
not been concentrating extremely hard, but the last few beautiful
Autumn days have partly made up for summer’s early demise and
where else would anyone wish to be other than doing agility in the
sun? Aye Bevan?
An imposing array of judges including Alans Willox and McClumpha, Allan Rohde, John Muir, Keri Neilsen, Tarah Hunt and Martin
Trimble provided some interesting and challenging courses, with
most of the C Jumpers kind and open and B somewhat more complicated, mostly with combinations involving serpentines and pull

The lovely Prideaux Park, Kawerau
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throughs. I enjoyed running them
all but particularly admired Martin’s B on Sunday with an imaginative route over 5 jumps in a
straight line. Competition was
strong right across the classes with
many of the winning times separated by fractions and too many
great runs to mention individuals.
Stacey Hobson not only made his
debut as an excellent show manager, but also managed to pull off a
couple of B wins with Nali. Also
from WAG Keri Wheaton with
that very well bred dog Yahtzee
who is a full sister to Tane Desmond’s Flick (whom Tane appeared to have swapped for a small
terrier) – won 2 Cs – and a combination to watch out for is Caitlin
Frater with Geuse - another of

those jet propelled mini black poodles, now well out of C after 3 wins
in only a couple of shows and looking like a future star in the making.
Bruce Ireland had a successful
weekend with both his dogs, Spark
and Trace and Nicole Beaumont
did well with a win in her first
show with Piper, a heading dog out
of Rohde‘s Kiss by Chelsea‘s Ike.
Most popular win of the day was
by Alan Harrison, who has made an
amazing recovery since last year –
much I would think through sheer
grit and determination – with a win
in B with Jewel. Most successful
competitors of the weekend were
undoubtably the Rhode family. always consistent and up against
strong competition they pretty well
cleaned up the A jumpers with
Elaine winning three and Allan two
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including a first and second and
both featuring in the high placings, with Bolt and Knight being the star performers.
Personally I had a great weekend with Scud finally getting
over his one rail problem to win
out of C, with Isis and Quilla
picking up several clears, Spider with a place and even Sabik
going clear – tho her finest moment (in her opinion) was when
she spied a large Maori family
sitting quietly beside the ring,
so broke off from her run, skidded to a halt in front of them,
gave one woof of welcome, tail
wagging furiously, then rejoined me to complete her
round. The kids were thrilled
and rolling round on the ground
laughing. Sabik is definitely of
the opinion that agility should
be fun and not too competitive.

enjoy agility but also swimming
as well in the near by lake. A
credit to the Rotorua Club who
probably have the least number
of members in the country.
Well done guys!
Well done to Jocelyn & Chase
who were seen at all three Novice line ups. Not to be outdone
Kobi also took out placings in
Novice and Starters.
Fly at Rotorua Dog Sports 1st
April
A bit unfortunate this was held
same weekend as the Agility
Champ Show. But enjoyed by
the people that attended the one
day event. Most came away
with points and enjoyable runs
by the dogs.

Rotorua 31 March/1st April

Counties 7th & 8th April
As usual this was another great
weekend. Being Easter we hit
the road on the Friday most
pleased we were heading North
and not South, as the
Southbound lanes out of Auckland were just about Gridlocked!

A good weekend had by all that
attended this show.
The
grounds where the show was
held proved to be an awesome
venue, not only did the dogs

Our Friday started out after
pitching the tents was to invite
ourselves to 'Open Homes' to
some of the new Motorhomes,
Campervans. Our first one was

Central North Report
by Helen Fabling
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to Karen & Peters, then next
door to Raewyn & John's. Not to
be outdone was the Bowen
Treatment people Graham &
Adrienne. Thanks guys, Nikki
and I are still waiting to win
Lotto so we can get ours!!
There were lots of interesting
courses over the weekend, wing
jumps in most courses which
gave colour to the event. Knowing a certain 'Harley' had never
jumped wing jumps and luckily
one was erected for practise, so
along with a few others we gave
our dogs instructions on how to
jump wings. Typical, they decided no....you jump the wing!
After a while they got the picture!

Saturdays Starters saw Mandy
Ward and June Yeates in the line
up for midi and mini. Not to be
outdone our oldest competitor
Norm was also up there. Well
done Norm. Senior, one of Peter's
which was great to watch, proving to be a tough course as there
were no clear rounds in midi. Not
a great start for Geoff in his first
Senior with Cindi. This was won
by Deb & Cheeky.
Well done to Tess Bayley &
Quinn for making Champion.
During her wetting, Tess decided
to share it with us on the side line,
and headed for those seated. A
special mention was someone
whose hearing aide copped some
of the water and had to be resuced
and dried! Hope its working okay
now June.

Rotorua Lake venue
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Dash For Cash – prelims run
during the day. Another of
Roger's specalties, many seeing
their $$ dash before them. Can
see how it gets its name! The
finals to be run on the Sunday.
Tunnellers another great fun
event. Starters dogs up first
with two of our Zone 2 making
it, Shelley/Fergus in mini and
myself & Harley in Maxi. This
was followed by the Open – the
mini won by Nikki & Whitti.
But the highlight of the night
was the entertainment by – no
other than Fagan! He had everyone in stitches, including Chris
the Judge.
Sunday another sunny day with
more interesting courses and
stunning runs. Senior, set by
Beth which proved to be great
for the spectators watching.
Special mention is Lou Baker
with Kosi taking 1st in Senior
(mini) and 1st in Intermediate as
well. Nice one Lou. Dash For
Cash saw four Zone 2 people in
the Finals. Shelley, Marion,
Nikki & Debbie McF. Marion
and Nikki both having clear
rounds and hoping to take out
the $200, but it wasn't to be.
Well done to you all that made
it. Top Dog – Intermediate went

to Lyn Sayers, Senior to Deb Jackson. Nice one. Must mention Joe
Tompsett who also got a couple of
Top Dogs. Good on you Joe.
Funny how one can start out with a
Club Champ and end up with a
Club Chump some days – but no
matter what happens, the dog you
start the course with is always the
same one you finish with. Enjoy it
not matter whether you finish 1st or
last its having fun that counts.
EBOP 14TH & 15TH APRIL
As always this is a very popular
show, plenty of camping space and
shade, along with sunshine and the
free use of a heated swimming
pool/spa and showers. I think most
of the Zone 2 people in the Bay of
Plenty head for this show, along
with agiliteers from all over the
North Island.
Another 'Open Home' was to Mel
& Allan's new motorhome. WOW,
just lovely. After the 'Inspection'
Raewyn popped over to ask what
their rating was, only to be told
they had scored a little higher, only
because they had a separate loo.
Talking of loo's early hours of Saturday morning saw the two portaloo's being knocked over and this
caused a line up for the main building ones which didn't open until
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around 7.00 a.m.
Photo included
with Mark and
his helper trying
to put them upright!
With large entries
for the weekend,
the show got off
to a good start,
lots of great
courses from the Judges. Sunday another great day, especially for
Amanda Benson who along with Deva took out Top Starters Dog and
Top Dog Overall. The two of them 2nd in two of the starters and 1st
in Starters 3, and placings in Novice. Top Novice Dog was won by
Ross McB and Merkin. Chelsea & Shift up to new Jumpers Champ.
Well done to you all.
But a special mention was the surprise when Novice 3 maxi's placings
were called to find that Gemma & I had won it with only 3 clear
rounds in the maxis. This was Gemma's
very first 1st placing in a Champ show, and
not to be outdone was Harley making 3rd in
the same event. So I have to retract the
Club Chump to now be Champ! Lauren
Homer from the Mt took 2nd.
Bloopers:
Top prize must go to Dianne Boden from
Napier who in Novice rushed out to run her
micro dog with the course still set up on
midi. This had everyone calling 'stop'. Another mention must be for the two that used
the port-a-loos in the dark without taking
their torches – only to hop in, shut door, sit
down and yell out 'where's the loo paper'?
Open the door and have about 5 torches
shine on them to show the way! Caused
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quite a laugh eh Helen M and Bev!
HOROWHENUA SHOW 21 & 22nd APRIL - report by Jocelyn
Jensen
Several handlers from Zone 2 attended the Horowhenua show in
Levin and really enjoyed the Southern hospitality, great weather
(though a lovely frost on Saturday morning!) generous sponsorship &
prizes. Many (including me) were even able to pick up ribbons namely
Lyn Sayers, Christine Gabb, Colleen O'Connor and several other Central Hawkes Bay members. Sue Willis had an awesome 1st place run,
in Martin Bush's senior course where the handlers had to weave 4
times! Great entertainment Martin! And it was only 197m long! Also
very entertaining was Irene Locks A jumpers, where handlers had to
sprint flat out to the end of a long, long tunnel to handle a turn at the
end - boy can some people run!!!
A smaller show but very well run and probably the only show in NZ
where you get to run in a course, that is completely surrounded by a
paddock fence! No need for ropes and definitely great if you have a
dog that wants to pop off and visit!
(A special mention – Jocelyn made Miz Chase up to Senior along with
ADXA Gold and Kobi up to Nov/Intermediate. Well done to you Joc
and your team a great achievement.)
WAG 21 & 22nd APRIL
Another busy sunny weekend for those that attended, this Jumpers
Show. A proud moment for Tim & Teddy who made it to JD! Well
done Tim, look forward to seeing the new baby around the scene.

Lower North Report-by Sandra Mohekey
South Rangitikei Dog Training Club Agility & Jumpers 6/7th April
The media predicted terrible weather but for us at Bulls the sun shone
and the wind was gentle and it was like the summer we never had. It is
a nice venue for a show so it was great to see so many competitors.
Liz, the organiser, was a powerhouse and the club, operating on
smaller numbers than ever, couldn’t have run a show without Liz’s
wonderful family helpers, our hired helpers, and those people like Bob
who willingly scrimed or helped set up or picked up poles… Thank
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What
having
a dog is
all
about!!
Pictures
from
Sandra
Mohekey
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you all, people like you make me
grateful to be part of our sport.
Our judges the lovely Libby, the
rigorous Robyn and the respectable Rebecca set out a range of
courses according to their individual styles and made some people
very happy and others not so. I
was too busy to be able to take
note of the results, but no doubt
they will be available on line
eventually. A funny moment was
when someone came and told me
that whilst they were sitting talking to Mike, Bella, who was on
the lead, squatted without looking
behind her and managed to water
their leg. They said it was lucky I
wasn’t at the show to report on the embarrassing event! I was just
busy, okay? So, no names but you know who you are – unless your
memory has gone the way of Bella’s.
I have not been to any other shows so the photos I took on the Saturday at Bulls when someone relieved me from duties will have to suffice.
Recent illnesses and injuries to Lesley Lygo and Denise Mundy— we
hope they will both be up and running their Polish sheepdogs soon!

Canterbury Tails by Sue McKee,

Teezsa, Rez &

Switch
Orari end of March/beginning of April
A good turnout by the Zone 4 people to this very popular venue. The
weather was just perfect and I notice that more and more people are
camping, some in flash camper vans with all the trimmings, others in
tents. Another opportunity for the chocolate pups to socialise and see
some other litter members. Emily O’Brien from North Shore made it
all the way down here to compete though I believe she was combin-
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ing family visits and horsey stuff as well. Glad we turned on some
good weather for her.
CCATS Easter event
For the first time in probably 15-20 years I did not attend the CCATS
Easter event. I have to say I thoroughly enjoyed my weekend away
from agility with four days of doing stuff around the house. The
weather was brilliant, which was great for the CCATS people. Teresa
Ford finally broke the drought of 2nd places in Jumpers B to win out
into the big A jumpers with Lace. An unfortunate incident occurred
after Jenny D’Arcy had come out of the ring with her little schnauzer,
Penney. This is Jenny’s account of what happened:
I had my run and I always throw her pencil case open with a chunk of
raw hare or rabbit meat (it was hare) and she dives on it. This time
maybe it was too big she didn't chew it and swallowed it. I noticed she
was choking and called out, Natasha was standing nearby and
grabbed her, thumped her on the back but it wouldn't come up so she
did the heimlich manoeuvre and still she was choking so she picked
her up by her hind legs and put her spine to her front and gave an almighty push and at last it came out completely whole. I was in tears by
this time!! I talked to Nat tonight and we agreed that had she not done
that, as it was well lodged right down she would have choked to death
and I would have driven home with a dead Penney!. I was pretty
shocked and she probably had bruising but small price to pay. You
know how I dote on my precious Penney I would have been heartbroken if I had lost her.
We are all very glad too, Jenny, that Penney is unharmed from her experience.
Selwyn champ event and jumpers
Another good weekend weather-wise, a bit chilly both days but the sun
came out on Sunday. A well run event with a nice early finish on Sunday. Good grounds but disappointing that there was so much doggy
doo around - you really had to watch where you were walking. It is a
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AGILITY MOST IMPROVED THIS MONTH
Marie Wales & Bounce, Counties
~ WELL DONE!

While you are waiting for your turn...
1

2

3

9
10
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8
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v
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4
8

6
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10

11

5
11

7
12

1 across- the longest agility obstacle
2 across- what to do at the start line
3 across - agility award
4 across - this obstacle moves
5 across - handling manoevre
6 across - agility is --7 across - when an event is held
8 across - dog must touch it
9 across - number of downplanks on dogwalk
10 across - part of an address
11 across - how to get your entry there
12 across - Jumpers title
13 across you hear this a lot in agility
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1down - the highest penalty
2 down - the top title
3 down - not allowed in the ring
4 down - required for injury
5 down - judges sometimes do this with a course
6 down - fill with coffee
7 down - if you get 25 clear rounds you get JD.
8 down - two mistakes gets this many faults
9 down - what you get when running agility
10 down - silverware
11 down - verbal not allowed
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real shame that, as it is a dog park, members of the public think that
it is not necessary to pick up after their dogs.
Good to see the Nelson girls down again, this time it was Karen
Dunlea’s turn to take a winning ribbon back to the top of the south,
with a win in Novice maxi graduating her out of starters with Duke.
I even managed a 3rd placing with my borrowed Vizsla , Kato, in an
unsplit starters class. Always nice to see Libby Ellery down from
the North Island and Jo Rennell made her debut as a senior judge
this weekend. Her novice event had us all valiantly trying to avoid
elimination with the A-frame strategically placed to catch the dogs
out, and indeed it did. I believe Simon Roydhouse the show manager got a bit keen on the Saturday and put out the wrong Intermediate course, which resulted in him having to have a “Roger” run never mind, Simon, at least you got some practice in for Sunday’s
course laying LOL. Sheryl Vincent had to be somewhat unlucky
when she twisted her ankle while walking her dog first thing on Saturday - the ground was rough and there was a hole hidden in the
grass that she just didn’t see. Bugger.
After a bit of a glut of agility events in March and April, zone 4 is
heading for a quiet phase, in fact I have seven weekends with no
agility which is almost unheard of except in the depths of winter
and even then there is a smattering of ribbon trials. Next event for
me is Nelson Dog Training’s winter Queen’s Birthday event and
then we have Waimak Indoor to look forward to.
Finally, a big thank you to all the messages of sympathy and support that I have received via Facebook due to Switch’s seizures that
she has been having completely out of the blue. We are hoping that
they will not be a common occurrence.

Central Bark by Linley, Kliffy and Flukster
Nelson and Blenheim Ribbon Trials 28 and 29th August
Just a quick note from me. Very quick. I didn’t attend the above
ribbon trials but a few sources have sent me some information.
Diana M and her borrowed dog Split won the Novice in Nelson and
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also in Blenheim. Kathy K might come home to a Senior dog yet!
Too many different results to list but Lola A did well with her Irish
Terriers Maggie and Morgan. Michelle and Zig took the Senior
event in Nelson. Lizzi grabbed a couple of ribbons with her dogs
Eva and Hannah. Hadassa K and Lilly won their last Jumpers B
and are now in A. Congrats guys. Nelson has been blessed with
some awesome weather for a good two weeks. Completely clear
blue skies. I think summer decided to turn up in Autumn! Just only
recently hit rain a few days ago. We have only just had our first
snap of slightly cold weather yesterday. We still haven’t lit the fire
at home but I think it will not be too far away. Will apologise for
the shortness but the top of the
south gets a tad quiet around this
time of year until our June
event.

Roselle Bremmers
made Quiz up to
Agility Champion at
Orari, well done!!
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Down South Report by Raewyn Leckie.
South Canterbury 31stMarch/1st April
This is one of our favourite shows to travel to – triple agility show
at the Orari Domain. The camping in the autumn is very convivial
and the weather was very kind to us –lovely sunny days and cool
nights.
The judges for the weekend were Cam List and Nic Furby. South
Canterbury may have second thoughts inviting Nic down to judge
again. No complaints about his judging, great courses once again
but, he keeps bringing Natasha Neame with him and she won 6 of
the classes on offer with Tricot and Jazz. It’s just as well the Intermediates were split to share the prizes around. Don Leckie with Bob
in maxi and Bronwyn Rumble with Benji in small were the main
benefactors of the splits with each taking out a win and 2nds in their
respective heights. Natasha kept all the midi class winnings to herself.
The Novice classes were also split with prizes being shared. Kathryn Snook won 2 of the small divisions with her young schnauzer
Viper and Rae Evans was pleased to have a midi win with Bounce.
Dianne Sprott was stoked to win the first maxi split with Beau to
graduate - he’ll be the only zone 5 goldie currently competing in
Senior. Gay Bouterey and Doug Vaughan took out the top 2 placings in the last maxi split and I overheard them discussing being the
oldest handlers and their pets Angel and Loot being the oldest dogs
in the class.
Wins in the Starters classes were shared among Sue Neale with
Chynah, Kathy Booth with Nickolas and Heather Broomhall with
Spar. Senior wins went to Lisa Duff with Jet, Natasha Neame with
Tricot and David Cook running Anne’s dog Juice. Although David
would argue that he would have had 2 wins if it wasn’t for his new
shoes – he slipped over just before the last jump. Of course all his
fellow competitors were very sympathetic. Roselle Bremmers came
close to picking up a challenge in the second Senior class but went
one place better in the last class to get the challenge needed to make
Quiz up to Agility Champ. Congratulations Roselle – and it was a
nice day for a wetting.
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Otago 21st/22nd April
We were treated to a weekend of beautiful weather at Forrester Park
for OCTC’s double agility, double jumpers show. The judges for
the weekend were Graeme Lawson and Cam List – Cam is obviously smitten with the warm weather in the South and can’t keep
away (or is Rose’s brownie the lure?).
The competition quickly turned into a Cook family benefit with
Anne and David winning a Senior and Intermediate each with Juice
and Zee on Saturday. David ran Juice in Jumpers on Sunday and
they won the first A. It is still a moot point whether or not he ambushed Juice’s opportunity to take out Top Dog when she took a rail
in the second. This left his own dog Zee to win the crown. Don was
pleased the rail went down though as this gave the win to Bob and
he took home the only challenge for the weekend that didn’t end up
at the Cook house.
Hazel Littlejohn had her first win on New Zealand soil with Ollie in
the first Starters to celebrate her birthday in style. She didn’t even
get the opportunity to stand on the podium as her husband whisked
her off to Queenstown for tea. Kathy Booth won the other Starters
class with Nickolas to graduate to Intermediate.
Marg Colgan and JD were runners-up in both classes and this gave
them enough points to be awarded Top Starters Dog. Novice wins
went to Nina Arps with Saffy and Reece Smith with Jack. After a
period of frustration Reece has been a regular on the podium in recent competitions. Karen Grant won the first B class with Flynn to
earn her place in Jumpers A. Jenny D’Arcy with Penney took out
the 2nd B.
Jumpers C had the only splits for the weekend. Maxi wins went to
Terisha Hubbard with Blaze (Marvin may have trouble getting to
run him now) and Brian Charles with Chase. Rae Evans with Lulu
and Dawn McCracken with Tara triumphed in the Midi division and
Edith Coulter with Trinny and Anne McLachlan with Benji were
the winners amongst the Small dog heights.
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Photos from the South Canterbury event, Orari in
March
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On behalf of Heather & Tom, DJ, Zeta, & Spar....

AgGrCh Rosern Tazmanian Sky
"Taz"
was put to rest at the grand age of 14 1/2 years.
Many of us will remember what a special wee darling
Taz was. She was an amazing agility dog who loved to
perform. Heather taught her many tricks which Taz
just loved to do. One of the favourites was ..."show us
your titties"...Taz would be in an upright beg position,
two arms up and paws out wide!!!
Taz will be so missed by her family. Rest in peace
Marg, Razor, Sassy, & JD , Nina, Saffy & Two

BOOK REVIEW.
Alphabet drills by Nancy
Gyes.
This is a great publication. Those of
you who have subscribed to Clean
Run for some time will be aware of these as they were originally
published there. The book is not only a list of exercises from A to Z
it also has other information in it such as which drills are good for
practicing which skills, effective training sessions, what to do if you
have problems, variations to try for each drill as well as descriptions
of common handling moves—serpentines, front and rear crosses,
lead-out pivot, serpentine and threadle handling.
A good book for at-home training as well as for a Club class situation. Available shortly from NALA, contact Darryl to book it!!
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Books
Peter Lewis Teaching agility
Clean Run, Workbook- Introductory,
Intermediate, Advanced
Clean Run, Games book
Clean Run, Course design book
The Clothier Natural Jumping
Method, by Suzanne Clothier
Jacqueline O'Neil, All About Agility
Christine Smith, Your Secret Coach
Building Blocks for Performance
Peak Performance - Coaching the Canine Athlete M.Christine Zink
Jumping from A to Z M. Christine
Zink
Course Analysis for Agility Handlers Stuart Mah
Ruff Love Susan Garrett
Shaping Success Susan Garrett
Dogwise John Fisher
Excel-erated Learning Pamela Reid
Developing Jumping Skills
VHS
Ruth Hobday, Pups progress
Ruth Hobday, Advanced control exercises.
Puppy Love - Raise your dog the
Clicker way.
Greg Derrett Foundation Video
Greg Derrett, - Great Dog, Shame
About the Handler

DVD
4 on the Floor
2x2 Weave Training
Agility Fix It, Contacts & Weave
Poles
Agility Foundation Training
Best of the 2006 FCI Agility World
Championships
Best of the 2007 FCI Agility World
Championships
Contacts: Bridging the Gap Between
Training & Competition
Crate Games for Self-Control & Motivation
Foundation Jumping 4-DVD Set
Foundation Training for Agility 3DVD Set
Great Dog Great Handler, The Winning Combination
Great Dog, Shame about the Handler
How to Win at Gamblers and
Snooker
On Course to Excel
Reliable Running A-frames
Success with One Jump 2-DVD Set
World Class Weaves
In FOCUS Crying for Control
Go the Distance Vol. 1
LIBRARY ENQUIRIES
DARRYL JEWISS, 33 Bell Rd,
Lower Hutt 5010 ,
ph: 04-972-7701.
Email: djewiss@paradise.net.nz
OR library@nala.org.nz
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Thankyou to Jane Aukett for offering to take on the results
recorder job for the YKC Link competition. Many of you
will know Jane and her lovely brindle Boxer Paris, also
she and her daughter Paige have a lovely little Sheltie
called Bobby.
Jane can be contacted on markjane.aukett@xtra.co.nz
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AGILITY LINK COURSE for June
CL= 111m
(Note course path on plan for measuring)
submit results by June 31st
4

4
NOTE: squares are 2m apart
NOTE: Measure course path as marked on the plan.
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Results to be submitted by June 30th
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New Zealand Association
of Rally-O
May2012
NZARO will offer the same competition this year.

COURSE signs.
1. 360 L (10)
2. 360R (11)
3 Halt-Down dog(4)
4. Right turn (5)
5. Halt-sit walk around (30)
6. spiral right-dog outside (21)
7. Moving sidestep right (20)
8. About Uturn (8)
9. Figure of eight - weave twice (24)
10. 270 left turn (10)
11. halt 1-2-3-steps forward (25)

An individual and a Club competition.
Don’t forget that you need to be a
member of NALA or NZARO for
your results to count.
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4

Send Results to Mike Butler.
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Club

Norwest

Mt Maunganui

Hawkes Bay

OTAKI

Central HB

Otago

Selwyn

Central ADTS

Wairarapa

Canterbury COC

Tokoroa

Pl

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Ed Hunt & Ayela, Gina Boreham & Skye, Maree Boreham & Honey

Kelly Walker & Gael, Kelly Walker & Maddie, Gay Bouterey & Angel

Melanie Wyse & jess, Joan Gibbs & Ruger, Robin Gemmill & Col

Sonia Calvert & Sputnik, Jan Vos & Pippa, Jaylene Ramsell & Kyla

Sarah Sharratt & Molly, Sue Neale & Chynah, Sue Neale & Flynn

Jim Reay & Shilo, Diana O'Kane & Echo, Yvette Coutts & Cyndah

Danielle Stevens & Pepsi, Olwyn Johnston & Maggie, Jill Payne & Digger

Fiona Brown & Muffin, Jenny Purdon & Flynn, Stephanie Poor & Meg

Lorraine Lennox & Veesa, Bobby Dickerson & Amani, Bobby Dickerson &
Aruba

Fiona Goodall & Luna, Anne Protor & Silke, Fiona Goodall & Promise

Rosalind Walkington & Emma, Maree Green & Ted, Rosalind Walkington
& Fletcher

Team members

97.3

98.0

99.0

99.0

99.0

99.3

99.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Score

291.66

261.9

422.03

257.88

253

303.38

251.91

349.21

331.99

230.94

224.16

Time
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Rally Team results ~ April

30

AGILITY CLUB COMPETITION ~ DIVISION ONE

Plc
Team
1 Rotorua 1

Handler
Chelsea Marriner
AgGrCh FDGrCh JGrCh Quest CDX Chelsea Marriner
AgGrCh FDCh JCh Flash
Chelsea Marriner

Score Total>
15.470 47.630
16.060
16.100

2 Taupo

Rumur
Tonic
Elle

Dyson Beasley
Sue Willis
Sue Willis

15.828 50.145
15.974
18.343

3 Counties

Flick ADX JDX FD

Bolt JDX FD
Bounce

Hayley Rohde
Hayley Rohde
Marie Wales

15.993 51.163
16.415
18.755

Phantom
Nemo
Kyla

Susan McKay
Sandy Rostron
Tiffany Brown

16.618 53.822
18.406
18.798

4 WAG 1

Dog

Legend

5 Sth Canterbury Jonty
Solo
Travis

Natasha Coulter 18.502 59.224
Natasha Coulter 20.217
Natasha Coulter 20.505

6 Mt Maunganui 1 Teal
Cheeky
Shiloh

Elisabeth Proctor 18.617 59.262
Deb Jackson
18.831
Bev Pocock
21.814

7 Taieri

Blitz
Spy CDX
Flicker

Rosalie Lock
Vicky Fox
Kerry Remon

8 Cambridge

FDCH Kodi ADX
Rosie
Katie

Julie McConkey 19.887 62.087
Stephanie Holmes 20.725
Joe Tompsett
21.475

9 Otago 1

Zee
Echo ADX FDX
Jolt

David Cook
Diana O'Kane
David Cook

18.762 69.919
23.583
27.574

10 Upper Hutt

QuickMagic
Benji
Finn

Peter de Wit
Karen de Wit
Karen de Wit

18.107 71.163
24.642
28.414

11 Waimak 1

Levi
Doogle
GrAgCh Zoom FD

Emma Trimble
Helen Lappin
Lisa Duff

18.579 71.943
25.560
27.804

19.761 59.532
19.808
19.963
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DIVISION TWO
Han dle r

Plc
T ea m
Dog
1 Nor th Ta rana ki 2 Zip
Sa sha
Trum p

S core Tot al>
P olly Ca tlin- Ma ybury 16.182 53.136
N ic ola Johnston
16.912
M a ree B utterwor th 20.042

2

Ha wkes Ba y 2

EyeC
Vinvin
Sa mson

D aryl Hogg
D ebbie M iddle miss
C olle en O`C onnor

17.283 54.498
17.692
19.523

3

M anga whai

Style JD
Gem JD
Kay ADXG JDX

Jinnie Gailey
Jinnie Gailey
Jinnie Gailey

18.100 56.010
18.440
19.470

4

W anganui 2

Shad e
Jenna ADX -G
Josh ADXS

Je nny B enson
B ronw yn M orga n
W endy Ba inb ridge

17.672 58.001
20.080
20.249

5

W aira rapa

Jam aica
Bla st
AgGr Ch F dCh India JD X

D ia nne Re id
A na W orkm an
D ia nne Re id

19.360 59.610
19.920
20.330
19.096 62.726
20.433
23.197

6

C entra l HB

Loose
Taz
Finn

K im Loye
K im Loye
Jill P ayne

7

Na pier

Zebie
Be lla
JJ of Ca rlyle A DX

S imon M ills
19.210 68.490
S anne Va n de r M eer 20.110
C elina Lovejoy
29.170

Lilly ADX
Duke
Mo rgan ADX

H adassa Koe ssle r
K are n Dunle a
Lola Ande rson

20.019 68.727
22.210
26.498

La ure n Hom er
M iche lle B urggr aa f
K ate M acD onald

22.081 68.930
23.123
23.726

8

Ne lson 2

9

M t M a unga nui 2 Tessie
Taz i
Cr uise

10 B lenheim 2

Q
Spe ed AD
Zac

S her yl Vince nt
N ic F urby
S tephanie Ha yes

18.764 70.376
22.461
29.151

11 C CA TS

Izz y
Viper
Jeze bel JD

K athryn S nook
K athryn S nook
Le ana h M a go n

22.915 72.235
23.198
26.122

12 Ea st B OP

Robbie ADX G JDX T ina M itchell
Ohce AD X
M a rtin B ush
Kwila JD
U na F orr ester

18.380 74.970
28.090
28.500
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DIVISION THREE
1 Waimak 3

Zing
Baz
Pebbles

Lisa Duff
Helen Lappin
Jaime Fleming

17.934
22.266
23.868

64.068

2 Wanganui 3

Shaylar FD
Varna
Daisy

Barbara James
Bronwyn Morgan
Claire Smit

20.598
21.393
22.810

64.801

3 Southland

CH Ruffy JD
Bounce
Oakley Dokley

Joanne Rennell
Rae Evans
Sarah Aitken

20.407
20.746
24.210

65.363

Meg

Christine Fifield
Rebecca Roper
Anne Cozens

19.250
21.750
27.120

68.120

Bruce Ronald
Debbie Powell
Bruce Ronald

19.938
23.807
25.500

69.245

24.130
27.370
28.700

80.200

7 North Shore 3A Quinn
Tess Bayly
22.688
Ted-E-Bear ADX Doreen Webb
26.808
Hiska
Matilda van Rijnberk35.241

84.737

8 Mid CanterburySail
Codie
Heigst

91.320

4 Whangarei

Zito ADX Gold JD

Osska
5 North Shore 3B Josie
Bailey
Rowan
6 Hawera

Trudy JDX TrudyShanice Clements
Riley
Vivienne Pert
Reece ADX
Carol Galliers

Sharon Dron
Sharon Dron
Sharon Dron

24.760
31.370
35.190

DIVISION FOUR
Plc
Team
1 Tokoroa

2 Otago 4

Millie
Pearl
Ayela

Dog

Handler
Score Total>
Graeme Jefferies 18.280 59.410
Graeme Jefferies 18.560
Ed Hunt
22.570

Briar AD JDX
Flash
Sonic

Karen Grant
Reece Smith
Reece Smith

17.623
20.122
25.481

63.226
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3 Hawkes Bay 4A

Q
Jana
Shuffle

Sharon Simonsen 18.233
Dot Janssen
22.344
Robyn Fargher
23.840

64.417

4 Tauranga 4B

Kobi
Kaz FD
Fergus JD

Jocelyn Jensen
Geoff Gillies
Shelley Clark

21.142
21.383
22.584

65.109

5 Tauranga 4A

Cindy JD FDX
Geoff Gillies
Jacqui
Zina Gota
Gemma ADXG JDX Helen Fabling

20.775
21.890
24.594

67.259

6 Otaki K9s

Smarty JDX
Diva

67.500

Cinders ADXG JDX

Aprille McGee
21.410
Noeline Wagener 22.750
Aprille McGee
23.340

7 Nelson 4

Maggie
Hanna
Geordie

Lola Anderson
Lizzi Gillard
John West

21.211
25.358
27.897

74.466

8 North Taranaki 4

Naki
Scarlett
Rosie

Clare Wellington 16.886
Denise Davis
22.780
Patricia Martin
37.931

77.597

9 Dog Sport Rotorua

Boo
Chan
FD Lucy

Raewyn Saville 28.170
Raewyn Saville 29.350
Rosslyn Prichard 32.370

89.890

10 CHB Orange Roughies Maggie
Bess
Molly

Olwyn Johnston 27.286
Shirley Parker
32.919
Amy Hoogenboom 33.271

93.476

11 Hawkes Bay 4B

Rumble
Hi Jinks
Kim

Rosemary Wood
Robyn Fargher
Jacky Carbin

31.913
32.534
35.089

99.536

12 Norwest

Boston
ADX JD Zoe
FD Teddy

Jessika Simone
Karen Smith
Karen Smith

23.858
35.669
43.304

102.831

13 Mt Maunganui 4

Flynn
Casey
Tia

Maggie Marriner 39.871
Ron Kenny
56.454
Yvonne Kenny
62.425

158.750
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I attended two tournaments in April. The first was Counties ANZAC day tournament and the second was Whangarei’s inaugural
tournament held at Mangawhai. Both these tournaments ran two
courses at the same time and one of the things that I noted was that
both tournaments took a while to get traction. Both got off to a
slow start which put pressure on to get through everything by the
end of the day. As the day went on things did improve and Whangarei’s second day went through very smoothly with a nice early
finish.
So why did things get off to a slow start?? One of the things I noted
was that although dog entries were good, the actual number of handlers was a little lower than I would have expected. This meant
people had to be more efficient in helping out, swapping around etc
and this is what I think did not happen at the start of the tournaments but did improve later on. So basically, if handlers would like
clubs to run more events, then all handlers need to be prepared to
pitch in when required. Failure to do so will mean clubs will start
reducing the events on offer. And to be honest, I am inclined to do
that for our next tournament although I will probably be out voted…
Onto the positives. Despite the slow starts, I enjoyed both tournaments. There were some incredible races and some entertaining
races as well. The pairs races are always entertaining with four over
excited dogs and handlers. I thought Whangarei were being a little
ambitious for their first tournament but with only a handful of members, they did a very good job. A definite pass mark from me and I
look forward to their next tournament.
There were plenty of titles gained at the two tournaments with eight
FD titles, one FDX title and one FDCH title being gained.. The
FDCH title went to Margaret Anderson’s Tip. Well done Margaret
and all the others who gained titles.
Next Challenge Course – July. The monthly courses can be downloaded from
the files section of the NALA group. These can be accessed from the following
web address: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NZAgility/files/Flygility/Monthly%
20Courses/ These have been uploaded as word documents and you should contact
me if you require the courses in a different format.
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FLYGILITY RESULTS, February
1 Sulphur City Slickers (Rotorua) 28.840

AgGrCh FDCh JCh Flash

Chelsea Marriner
Marriner
Chelsea Marriner
Barbara James
Bruce Lacey
Jonna Gibson
Hilary Quemby
Judy Casey
Carolyn Mear
Marie Wales
Anna Snell
Hayley Rohde
Dianne Reid
Stacie Clark
Ana Workman
Kay Ungemuth
Dave Swinyard
Dave Swinyard
Jane Webley
Colleen O`Connor
Campbell List
Deb Jackson
Deb Jackson
Mandy Ward
Chris Richardson
Hayley Rohde
Allan Rohde
Ana Workman
Dianne Reid
Ana Workman
Kim Loye
Amy Hoogenboom
Catherine Harty
Rae Mayhead
Laurel Austin
Patricia Martin
Marie Wales
Sylvia Lord
Nicole Beaumont
Raewyn Saville
Hilary Quemby
Colleen Pakes
Barbara James

AgGrCh FDGrCh JGrCh Quest CDX Chelsea
FDCh Shift ADX JDX

2 Wanganui Opals

32.470

3 Dog Sports Rotorua Team One 32.930

4 Counties Cheesy Kisses

33.367

5 Wairarapa 2

33.740

6 North Shore 1

34.180

7 Hawkes Bay 2

34.607

8 Mount 1

35.550

9 Counties Girls of the Knight

36.732

Shaylar FD
Molly
Heydoh
Jay
Tui
Bridie FD
Bounce
Chi
AGCH FDCH Kiss JDX

Jamaica
Sam
Smudge
Dash FDX
Peggy
Bess
Ch'lee
Samson
Sheeba ADXG
Cheeky
Bet
Skip
AD FD Abbey-Gail
Flick ADX JDX FD
FDCH AGCH JCH Knight

10 Wairarapa 1

37.210

Blast
AgGrCh FdCh India JDX
Tasman ADX JDX FD

11 CHB 1

39.280

12 Taranaki Hard Core

39.530

13 Counties Little Robbers

40.022

14 Dog Sports Rotorua Team Three 40.220

15 Wanganui Goldens

44.940

Taz
Molly
Fly
Song
Mulga
Rosie
Coal
Mandy
Robbie
Boo
Jess
Abbie
Finn
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15 Wanganui Goldens

44.940

Finn
Barbara James
Pippi
Jonna Gibson
Peanut
Richard Steele
Hayley Rohde
16 Counties Charminx Monarch 46.098 Charm FD
AD FD King
Chris Richardson
Minx FDX
Margaret Anderson
17 Sky Hawks
46.690 Gyp
Vivienne Robertson
Breeze
Rae Mayhead
Cloud
Patricia Martin
18 Dog Sports Rotorua Team Four 50.290 Abby
Wendy Mason
Bootz
Christine Hutchings
Astro
David Prendergast
19 Norwest 2
50.620 Benson
Jamie Pinnock
FD Teddy
Karen Smith
ADX JD Zoe
Karen Smith
52.664 Mac. ADXB FDX Shirley Hall
20 Counties Large Newcomer
Rogue
Di Stephens
Tip ADXB, FDX Margaret Anderson
21 Tga 1
54.250 Fergus JD
Shelley Clark
Kaz FD
Geoff Gillies
FeeBee JD
Helen Moorhead
22 Hawkes Bay 1
57.018 Jana
Dot Janssen
QuBa
Colleen O`Connor
Ringo
Dot Janssen
23 Tga 3
60.720 Tulli AD JD FD Shelley Clark
Jacqui
Zina Gota
Lucky ADX FD JD Helen Moorhead
24 Oodlemunsters
62.460 Nie
Delcie Walkington
Meiah
Carol Galliers
Reece ADX
Carol Galliers
25 Wanganui Gems
63.000 FDCH Jordy ADX Barbara James
Samual
Richard Steele
Hook
Richard Steele
26 Tga 2
89.930 Cindy JD FDX
Geoff Gillies
Deci ADXB JDX Marion Pope
Harley
Helen Fabling
27 Otago 1
175.000 AgCh ADX JDX Jess Lisa Cross
Pepper
Lynette Hayde
Echo ADX FDX Diana O'Kane
28 Hawkes Bay 3
5555.000 Pepper
Dot Janssen
Beau
Jill Anderson
Q
Sharon Simonsen
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STANDARD FLYGILITY COURSE
JUNE 2012
Results in by end of June
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AGILITY LINK.
COPY: All copy - correspondence, articles, etc should be sent
to the Editor. All copy must have the name and address of the
contributor. Limit number of words to 500 or one A4 page.
Copy may be abridged or edited.
COURSE PLANS – Any member may submit course plans.
Supply as Course designer or in scale in black pen on an A4
sheet Portrait size, or Course Design computer format. Publication is not guaranteed.
AGILITY LINK does not accept responsibility for the views expressed by contributors and retains the right not to publish
submissions for reasons of space or suitability.

ALL SUBS TO THE TREASURER. Cheques should be made
payable to NALA. Payment must be received by the 27th of
the month to be current.
EMAIL GROUP: to join send a message to:
NZAgility-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

WEBSITE:
NZAgility

located

at

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/

RESULTS: www.nala.org.nz

ADVERTISING.
$10 - 1/4 page
$15 - 1/2 page
$20 - full page
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EXERCISES based on this month’s LINK course
These exercises will help you with crossing patterns in agility. Try
them with and without a lead-out. How can you best communicate to
your dog so he knows EXACTLY which way he is going before he
takes off?
White circles—if you lead-out and ask the dog to jump 1-2 on an angle, wont he think the A-frame is next? How do you convince him it
is jump 3? Try a back cross at 3 and a front cross—which one did
your dog respond to the best?
White squares—you should aim for a tight turn over 3 to his right—
keeping him off the dog walk could be fun, especially if you have
done the white circle exercise first! So don't hang around that jump!
Black circles—run fast through the crossing pattern area, if you dawdle the dog will make his own decision. Try running your dog on the
right from the start and from the left from the start, which one worked
best. Make sure your dog doesn't land on you at number two!!
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